
LJY-Netzer Veidah 2011/5772 Resolutions 

 

 

1. LJY-Netzer should boycott Ir David and the Elad Organisation. LJY-Netzer will 

also inform Liberal Judaism and UJIA about this boycott and the reasons for it. 

 

2. On Machaneh Aviv and Machaneh Kadimah, madrichim should look to give 

greater responsibility to chanichim 

 

3. LJY-Netzer should produce an ‘Iton’ on Machaneh Aviv 

 

4. LJY-Netzer should lobby Netzer Olami to introduce an ethical consumerism 

policy 

 

5. LJY-Netzer should lobby Netzer Olami to introduce a PenPal system, specifically 

for those aged 10-16. 

 

6. LJY-Netzer should create a va’ad to create an alternative to the second 

paragraph to the Aleinu. 

 

7. LJY-Netzer should run to day events on the subject of the chosen Educational 

Theme of the Year. One should specifically be in the run-up to Machaneh 

Kadimah, with the other at some other point in the year. 

 

8. A trail should take place on Machaneh Aviv 2012 for madrichim to run sessions 

for other shikvot (e.g. a Plagim madrich should run a session for the Yamim 

shikvah). This should be re-assessed after the event. 

 

9. Any motions that are submitted before Veidah should have both someone 

proposing and opposing the motion. 

 

10. A ‘Shmira’ duty system should be trailed on Machaneh Aviv 2012, to be 

accessed and considered for future machanot (both Aviv and Kadimah). 

 

11. Each proposal from Mazkirut should be allocated to an individual to be 

responsibly for bring the subject to the next Veidah. 

 

12. For any matter or motion that affects current Shnatties (or any other LJY-

Netzer member who cannot attend LJY-Netzer Veidah due to LJY-Netzer 

commitments), individuals should be informed and given a chance to be part of 

the discussion and vote via skype or other technology. This motion is limited due 

to technological restraints (e.g. if there is no internet, this may not be feasible). 

 

13. Every Machaneh Kadimah, a book should be bought for all to sign. This 

should happen every year and the books should be kept by LJY-Netzer. 

 

14. LJY-Netzer reaffirms our commitment to raising the standards of Hebrew 

education within the movement by making renewed efforts to develop the 

Hebrew vocabulary of members of all ages, and edits the LJY-Netzer Mission 

Statement accordingly (see appendix A). 

 

15. LJY-Netzer should select a Tikkun Olam Project each year. The first project 

will be selected at Mazkirut with future projects selected at Veidah. 

 



16. Movement Workers should run a session on Veidah with the purpose of 

updating members about the finances of LJY-Netzer, as well as including this in 

an email to Bogrim and Galim. 

 

17. LJY-Netzer makes it a priority to improve the levels of Torah education for all 

members. This will include study sessions on parashat hashavua (Torah portion of 

the week) on events which include a whole Shabbat as well as reciting the bracha 

for Torah study before any session. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Educational Theme of the Year 2012 – God and Spirituality 

 

 

Supported Charity of the Year 2012 – The Parents’ Circle Family Forum 

 

 

Names put forward for Aleinu Va’ad – Robin Cooke, Daisy Bogod, Sam Alston, 

Flora Cantacuzino Levy, Maya Rosenwasser, Gabriel Webber, Theo Cadbury 

 

 

Names put forward for Movement Work interview –  

Galim – Avi Stone, Jonty Leibowitz, Daisy Bogod, Dan Pollock, Simon Lovick 

Bogrim – Theo Cadbury, Josh Pugh, Flora Cantacuzino Levy, Sam Alston 

 

 

New Movement Worker Names –  

Tinky-Winky – Adam Francies 

Dipsy – Sam Cohen 

LaLa – Sam Grant 

Po – Anna Posner 

Noo-Noo – Adva Sapir 

Sun Baby – Rabbi Danny Rich 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix A 

 

The paragraph in the mission statement: 

 

“As a Progressive Zionist youth movement we encourage our 

chaverim (members) to develop a personal relationship with Israel. 

We believe in the unique importance of Israel to the Jewish people 

and strongly support the existence of Medinat Israel (the State of 

Israel) and its development towards the ideals of its founders. We 

organise both short-term (1 month) and long-term (8 months) 

programmes in Israel for our members to participate in, as well as 

bringing a flavour of Israel to all our events through cultural 

experiences, working with Israeli nationals and the use of some 

Hebrew words.” 

 

Will be altered to: 

 

“As a Progressive Zionist youth movement we encourage our 

chaverim (members) to develop a personal relationship with Israel. 

We believe in the unique importance of Israel to the Jewish people 

and strongly support the existence of Medinat Yisrael (the State of 

Israel) and its development towards the ideals of its founders. We 

organise both short-term (one week/one month) and long-term 

(ten months) programmes in Israel for our members to participate 

in, as well as bringing a flavour of Israel to all our events through 

cultural experiences, working with Israeli nationals and a 

commitment to educate our members in the Hebrew language.” 

 


